
Goal Setting: the key to performance

I believe more managers in the organization need to set aside 
time for these valuable training seminars, so most managers/ 
supervisors are at the same level; Good program, I think we 
really learned a lot in a very short time; Very helpful in establishing 
that goal setting has many steps to achievement; Very timely -- 
on target; Very good content, well presented; Learning the 
difference between goals and aspirations; Steps and elements 
of  goal setting; The importance of  linking goals within the 
organization formally -- getting buy in to goals and objectives 
by all department members; The steps to identify goals was very 
helpful; What a goal statement should contain and the checklist 
of  goal setting steps/considerations; Becoming "specific" in my 
thinking and developing goals to be meaningful; Group 
establishment of  goals (working out with each other what was 
necessary to achieve the goal); The frame work for goal setting 
and practical work performed allowed for the rapid learning 
of  the topic; Highlighting the specificity and joint planning of  
goals; Learning to take goal setting from the vague wish stage 
to specific attainable, measurable stage (from abstract to 
concrete); Planning steps; Not to over commit and to set 
reasonable goals; Your handbook is fantastic!!!; Exercises 
(individual and group) superlative; Elements of  goal setting -- 
right on; Come back for another session to review self-appraisals 
and supervisory management as related to goal setting; 
Employees must attend these seminars to assist them in their 
own goal building; I liked the interaction that was encouraged 
-- fast paced and interesting, never boring or tedious; I feel I can 
implement skills with my everyday tasks; The small size of  this 
group allowed for good interaction; A good mix of  active 
practice of  skills and passive learning; Great take away value for 
everyone; I learned more about goal setting and also about 
communication; We need to continue to keep the group on 
target and clear regarding their session tasks; Ask questions -- 
have people come to their own answers for their goals -- set 
their goals and make sure they are attainable; This will help me 
with my form of  change; Goal setting and the questions to ask 
to make them SMART and CREATE; Setting goals which enables 
the company to build on its objectives; Helping me and my 
division to realize that I/we need to take action on a goal -- it is 
very important to our success and my mental well being; How 
to begin the proper steps of  goal setting; Set up guide lines for 
employee goals'; It is taught as a different way of  thinking; The 
discussions within the group and your interaction with us was 
amazing and on very on-target.
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